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Abstract 

As the result of the co-operation between the Centre for Energy Research (EK) and the Institute of 
Nuclear Techniques (NTI) a new fuel cycle simulation code called SITON was developed. Physical 
model of the code takes into account six facilities of the nuclear fuel cycle namely material stocks, 
spent fuel interim storages, plants for uranium enrichment, fuel fabrication, spent fuel reprocessing 
and reactors. Facilities can be linked in a flexible manner and their number is not limited. Lag time of 
the facilities and cooling time of the spent fuel, which are the two main parameters to introduce lag 
time into the fuel cycle, are taken into account. Material transfer between the facilities is modelled in 
a discrete manner tracking 52 nuclides and their short-lived decay daughters. Composition of the 
discharged fuel is determined by means of burn-up tables except for the 2400 MWth design of gas 
cooled fast reactor (GFR2400) which has a separate burn-up module developed at the NTI. 

To demonstrate the capabilities of SITON introduction of a GFR2400 into the Hungarian reactor park 
using the legacy spent fuel of the four presently operating VVER-440 units was simulated. 2040 was 
assumed as the commissioning date of the GFR2400 and recycling of its fuel was started as soon as 
possible. 

It was found that the plutonium content of the legacy spent fuel is sufficient to the start-up of only one 
GFR2400. There is an intermediate period between the commissioning of the reactor and the 
recycling of its first discharged fuel. Plutonium need of this period can be covered by the legacy spent 
fuel if the cooling time of the spent GFR2400 fuel is 2 years. If the cooling time is 5 years there will be 
a lack of plutonium in this period. To counterbalance this lack an EPR was started before the 
GFR2400 and its spent fuel was accumulated and reprocessed. Cooling time of the spent EPR fuel was 
also varied. Finally, an EPR only scenario is presented using two EPRs as a reference case. 
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Introduction 

Effective use of fissile and fertile material in nuclear energy production is a major issue because 
the resources are limited. Waste generated during nuclear energy production raises long term problems 
to be solved or at least alleviated. These challenges of nuclear energy production depend in first 
approach on the reactors being used however they also depend on the other components of the fuel 
cycle as well, like plants to fabricate fresh fuel or to reprocess spent fuel, storage time of spent fuel 
and decay of fissile material. This calls for the modelling of the whole nuclear fuel cycle as a system 
of interconnected network of facilities. 

There are some fuel cycle codes addressing these topics like the COSI code, which treats facilities 
and material transfers between them discretely and can assess non-proliferation aspects. [1]. The 
GENIUSv2 code models facilities, the institutions that own them and also regions (or countries) which 
these institutions belong to and has an optimization algorithm for routing the material packages. [2] 
The DANESS code can be used in nuclear energy demand driven mode or economic decision driven 
mode, in which different type of reactors are built depending on their economical competitiveness. [3] 
Finally, we mention the VISION code, which treats facilities in a discrete manner and tracks their 
entire life cycle from ordering to decommissioning, while it tracks material flows continuously. [4] 

The fuel cycle code SITON v2.0 (SImulation TOol for modelling the Nuclear fuel cycle) is a 
result of a co-operation between the Hungarian Academy of Sciences Centre for Energy Research 
(EK) and the Budapest University of Technology and Economics Institute of Nuclear Techniques 
(NTI). A flexible code has been produced which allows to analyse complicated fuel cycles with 
different recycle options without limitation on the number and type of reactors and fuels. The fuel 
cycle model was developed in EK while a burnup method called FITXS was developed in NTI to 
evaluate the burnup in the 2400 MWth design of gas-cooled fast reactor (GFR2400) investigated in the 
framework of the GoFastR project [5, 6]. 

General presentation of the physical model of the SITON v2.0code 

Physical model of SITON v2.0 follows the path of nuclear material (fissile or fertile) in the fuel 
cycle. The model includes all steps and facilities which are important from the utilization of nuclear 
material and nuclear waste generation point of view. Economic aspects of the fuel cycle are out of the 
scope of the model. The model contains six kinds of facilities: nuclear reactor, fuel fabrication plant, 
uranium enrichment plant, spent fuel reprocessing plant, material stock and spent fuel interim storage. 
Facilities in the model are treated discretely and there is no limitation on the number of facilities of 
one kind or on the total number of facilities. Facilities can be linked in a flexible manner. Operation of 
each facility is taken into account to the extent which is important from the point of view of change of 
nuclear material and waste production. Flow of material between the facilities is modelled also in a 
discrete manner: facilities give out and receive packages. A package can be a material or fuel type. 
Chemical form of the nuclear material is not taken into account, e.g. in the enrichment plant the 
fluorine is not tracked. The driver of the model is the electrical energy demanded from each reactor to 
be produced; the result is the time dependent material flow between the facilities by nuclide. 

Detailed presentation of the physical model 

Each reactor in the model has its own electrical energy demand, i.e. the energy to be produced by 
the reactor. This demand, which is supplied by the user, defines the „size” of the reactor, i.e. one 
reactor of the model can represent a real-sized reactor or more reactors (like a fleet) or part of a reactor 
core. The reactor and its fuel are coupled, that means the reactor can be loaded with only one type of 
fuel during its lifetime. For example to model a reactor loaded with UOX and MOX fuel one can 
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introduce two reactors with the corresponding power (i.e. energy demand) loaded with only UOX and 
MOX fuel. The amount of fuel loaded into the reactor is calculated from its energy demand. Reactors 
have cycles, fuel loaded and discharged according to the cycle length, core fraction and EFPD of the 
fuel. The fresh fuel loaded into the reactor at one discharge is homogeneous in burnup and 
composition and it can be produced from several components, i.e. materials. Mass fraction of each 
component is fixed. Fresh fuel is not stored in the model, it is loaded directly into the reactor after it 
was fabricated. Discharged composition of the fuel is determined by the means of burnup tables. 
Burnup tables assign discharged compositions to the fresh one as function of the burnup. These tables 
are not fixed by the model and can be extended or modified by the user. It is assumed that the fuel 
reaches its discharge burnup in steps of the same size. The use of burnup tables is a good 
approximation if constant composition of fresh fuel is considered e.g UOX fuel or MOX fuel from 
spent LWR UOX fuel, however it cannot be applied if recycling is considered since the isotopic 
composition of the fresh fuel can vary in a wide range. For this reason for the 2400 MWth design of the 
gas cooled fast reactor (GFR2400) [7, 6] a specially developed burnup method called FITXS [8, 6] is 
applied which calculates the discharged composition (described later). 

Two plant types of the fuel cycle’s front-end are present in the model: enrichment plant and fuel 
fabrication plant. Both plants work according to the fresh fuel needs of the reactor they supply. That 
means the fabrication plant follows the fresh fuel needs of the reactor it supplies with fresh fuel while 
the enrichment plant follows the enriched uranium needs of the fuel fabrication plant it supplies with 
enriched uranium. Both plants have a processing time which means a lag time between the input and 
the output of the plant, i.e. each input package must spend the processing time in the plant before it is 
processed to create the output. Plants can have a loss which means a certain part of the input stream is 
directed into a waste material stock. For the enrichment plant the 235U content of the enrichment 
tailings can be adjusted. Plants have unlimited processing capacity in terms of input mass or separative 
work. 

Only one plant type of the fuel cycle’s back-end is present in the model: the spent fuel 
reprocessing plant. This plant works autonomously according to its scheduled capacity and it can have 
a processing time. Input stream of the reprocessing plant can contain different types of spent fuel with 
fixed mass fractions. The spent fuel has also a cooling time which is the minimum time to spend in a 
spent fuel interim storage before reprocessing. Separation efficiency of each chemical element can be 
adjusted, i.e. a certain portion of an element present in the input stream is directed to a specified 
material stock, while the rest of that element goes to a waste stock. Separated elements can also be 
directed in a common material stock. These features allow modelling of advanced reprocessing 
methods. 

There are two types of storage facilities in the model. Material stock stores one type of material, 
like natural, depleted or reprocessed uranium or it stores losses of a plant, while spent fuel interim 
storage can store different types of spent fuel. Both facilities can be initialized and can receive several 
so called deliveries, i.e. material or spent fuel with a user defined composition can be put into them 
during the simulation. The material stock can work like an ordinary stock i.e. it receives input and 
gives output while the received material decays during storage. It can also work as an infinite source 
of material: in this case it supplies unlimited amount of material with a time independent composition. 

Facilities during the simulation give out and receive material or fuel packages. Besides these 
material-like connections the model contains information-like connections also to allow 
„communication” between the facilities. Fresh fuel can be fabricated from different materials, i.e. 
components. Path of each component from a material stock to the fuel fabrication plant is described by 
its front-end path which is used during the simulation to direct the fuel component's material packages. 
Simple description of the back-end of the fuel cycle was also introduced: a back-end path was 
assigned to each fuel type. This path contains the spent fuel interim storage into the discharged fuel is 
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transferred from the reactor. There are special means to communicate the fresh fuel needs of a reactor 
to a fuel fabrication plant and also to express the material needs of a fuel fabrication plant to an 
enrichment plant or material stock supplying raw material for the fuel production. Concerning the 
back-end path, there is a negotiation during the simulation between the spent fuel reprocessing plant 
and the spent fuel interim storage facility to investigate the amount of spent fuel available for 
reprocessing taking into account its cooling time. If this amount is less than the scheduled capacity of 
the plant, then the plant reduces its request. 

The current model tracks 52 nuclides of importance in the U-Pu fuel cycle. Those nuclides were 
selected which contribute to the long term impacts of nuclear waste namely to activity, decay heating 
and radiotoxic inventory. These 52 nuclides can be divided to 25 fission product nuclides and 
27 actinide nuclides including their decay daughters. Radioactive decay is taken into account in all 
facilities of the model. 

The FITXS burnup calculation method 

At the Budapest University of Technology and Economics Institute of Nuclear Techniques a fast 
and flexible burn-up method called FITXS was developed which can determine the spent fuel 
composition of the GFR2400 for a wide range of initial compositions. The model is based on the 
description of the one-group cross-sections as analytic functions of the isotopic composition. This was 
accomplished by multi-dimensional regression based on the results of numerous (few thousand) core 
calculations. 

The evolution of the isotopic composition in the core can be described by the Bateman 
differential equation system, which represents a balance equation for the number density of each 
isotope: 
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where Ni is the number density of isotope i in the core, σj→i is the microscopic cross-section of the 
reaction leading from isotope j to isotope i, σi is the total cross-section of the reactions consuming 
isotope i, fj→i is the branching ratio of the decay form of isotope j leading to isotope i, and λj is the 
decay constant of isotope j. Φ is the average one-group neutron flux in the core, which can be 
determined from the power. Since the change in the isotopic composition of the fuel results in the 
change of the spectrum and therefore the one-group collapsed cross-sections, detailed core 
calculations need to be repeated during the burn-up calculations or burn-up dependent cross-section 
sets have to be used. Most scenario codes contain cross-section sets only at a few burn-up steps [9]. 
Since minor actinide recycling results in a wide range of possible isotopic compositions of the core, 
these are not flexible enough for the analysis of different transmutation options. 

In order to develop a fast and flexible burn-up model, we chose to describe the one-group cross-
sections as analytic functions of the number densities. The most important actinide isotopes (234-238U, 
238-242Pu, 237,239Np, 241,242m,243Am, 244,245Cm) were considered for the description of the isotopic 
composition, as well as the total quantity of fission products. Due to the large number of variables, 
fitting of the cross-sections is feasible only with the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. A limitation of this 
method is that it is only applicable for fitting of functions which are linear in their coefficients. 
Polynomials meet this condition and since preliminary investigations had shown that the accuracy of 
the fitting does not improve with the insertion of third order terms, the following polynomial was 
chosen: 
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where Nj is the number density of isotope i, and aj is the fitted parameter. In order to perform the 
least-square-fit the one group cross-sections have to be calculated for numerous different compositions 
with detailed core calculations. Due to the large number of fitted parameters practically a few 
thousand calculations have to be performed, therefore a simplified core model had to be set up, which 
could provide the homogenized one-group cross-sections for the core. 

In the case of the GFR2400 the codes of the SCALE code system were used for this purpose. The 
resonance self-shielded 238 group cross-sections were prepared by the T-XSEC sequence based on 
ENDF/B-VII data, and the XSDRN-PM one-dimensional discrete ordinates code was applied to 
generate the cell-weighed cross-sections for the elementary cell and the hexagonal fuel assembly. The 
three-dimensional model was built from the homogenized fuel assemblies and other core components, 
and the full core calculations were performed using the KENO-VI criticality code in 238 groups. More 
than 2000 core calculations were performed with the simplified core model assuming different 
isotopic compositions for the fuel. The actinide composition of the fuel was randomly sampled for the 
different calculations taking into account the following constraints: 

• Pu fraction in the fuel was changed between 10-25% of the total actinide mass. 
• The ratio of the Pu content in the inner and outer core was kept at 0.8 which is also the case 

for the initial loading. MAs were distributed equally between the inner and outer core. 
• MA fraction varied between 0-10% of the total actinide mass. 
• The rest of the actinide content was U. 
• Fission products were considered with an average fission yield vector, and their total 

quantity is directly related to the burnup level of the fuel which varied between 0 and 10%. 

Results show that the fitted functions can reproduce the effective multiplication factor and the one 
group cross-sections with high accuracy, resulting in errors well below 1% for the multiplication 
factor and the important cross-sections. Further details of the FITXS method and the fitting procedure 
can be found in earlier publications [8, 10, 6, 11]. 

Demonstration of the capabilities of the new version 

To present the capabilities of SITON v2.0, a hypothetical fuel cycle was modelled. Hungary has 
one nuclear power plant with four VVER-440/213 units located on the Paks site. The units were 
commissioned between 1982 and 1987, their designed lifetime is 30 years and a lifetime extension of 
20 years is ongoing currently. The question which was asked is the following: Is the amount of 
plutonium in the accumulated spent fuel during the operation of the power plant (designed lifetime and 
lifetime extension) enough to start a GFR2400? If not can it be compensated with plutonium 
originating from spent LWR fuel? 

Three scenarios were studied. In the GFR-only scenario there was only one GFR2400. 
Reprocessed plutonium from the legacy spent fuel of Paks NPP was used for its start-up. The spent 
fuel of the GFR2400 was reprocessed as it reached its cooling time and was reloaded into the reactor. 
In the GFR-EPR scenario there was one GFR2400 and an EPR (European Pressurized Reactor) was 
used. Cooling time of both spent fuels was varied. Finally, the EPR-only scenario, which is used as a 
reference one and contained two EPRs without reprocessing of their spent fuel. Scenarios were run 
until the designed lifetime of the reactors was reached. 
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Elements of the scenarios 

Parameters of the GFR2400 and the EPR are summarized in the Table 1. 

Table 1: Parameters of the reactors used in the scenarios 

 GFR2400 EPR 

Thermal power [MW] 2400 4500 
Electrical power [MW] 1080 1550 
Thermal efficiency [%] 45.0 34.44 
Capacity factor [%] 94.13 81.76 
Cycle length [year] 1.4 1.23 
Reactor lifetime [year] 60 60 
Fuel type MOX UOX, enr.: 4.5% 
Core's mass (heavy metal) [t] 23.09 120.12 
Fuel's discharge burnup [MWd/tHM] 50000 55000 
Reloaded core fraction per cycle 1 / 3 1 / 4 

 

Fabrication time for both types of fuels was taken to be zero. Fabrication losses were 0% for the 
MOX fuel and 1% for the UOX fuel. Cooling time of both type of fuels were chosen to be a variable 
parameter (see later). 

The GFR2400's initial fuel contains plutonium originating from the legacy spent nuclear fuel of 
Paks NPP and depleted uranium. The recycled fuel contains recycled plutonium, depleted uranium, 
recycled uranium and minor actinides as well. Previous studies performed by NTI showed the 
difference between the composition of the initial fuel and the equilibrium one. [8] To take into account 
this difference two GFR2400 reactors were used in the simulation. The first reactor's fuel represented 
the initial loads with 14.87% Pu content in the fuel's mass with the corresponding DU content of 
85.13%. While the second reactor's fuel represented the recycled fuel with 16.75% plutonium, 5.44% 
depleted uranium, 76.73% recycled uranium and 1.08% minor actinides content. Sum of the energy 
demand of the two reactors was equal to the energy produced by one GFR2400. 

The enrichment of the fresh UOX fuel was 4.5% trough its lifetime while the 235U content in the 
enrichment tailings was set to 0.25%. It was assumed that the enrichment plant has zero processing 
time and 1% loss. 

For the reprocessing of the legacy spent fuel of the Paks NPP it was assumed that it is not mixed 
with other type of spent fuels. An advanced PUREX method was assumed with 99.9% separation 
efficiency for all actinides and the processing time of the reprocessing plant was taken to be 1 year. 
For the reprocessing of the spent EPR fuel it was assumed that it is not mixed with other type of spent 
fuels. An advanced PUREX method was assumed with 99.9% separation efficiency for all actinides 
and the processing time of the reprocessing plant was taken to be 1 year. Concerning the reprocessing 
of the spent GFR2400 MOX fuel, it was assumed that it can be reprocessed without mixing with an 
other type of fuel. This means that the reprocessing method must be an advanced one. Furthermore, 
99.9% separation efficiency was assumed for all actinides. The processing time of the reprocessing 
plant was taken to be zero. 
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Initial conditions and hypothesis 

The amount and composition of the spent fuel accumulated during the operation of Paks NPP was 
taken in two time points: in 2012 (1051 tons) and in 2037 (1076 tons) which corresponds more or less 
to the end of the designed lifetime and to the final shutdown of the last unit after the lifetime 
extension. [12] Commissioning date of the GFR2400 ( GFRt ) was chosen to be 2040 which is the 
earliest possible date taken into account its development status. Increasing GFRt  causes the decrease of 
the amount of plutonium in the accumulated legacy spent fuel which is not desirable. Plutonium from 
the reprocessed spent GFR2400 fuel is reloaded into the reactor for the first time in rect . This date was 
not fixed, but the earliest date which is possible taking into account the cooling time of the spent fuel 
( GFR

coolT ) was chosen. Bearing in mind that the reprocessing plant and the fuel fabrication plant used in 

the recycling have zero processing time, rect  depends only on GFR
coolT . Commissioning date of the EPR 

( EPRt ) is either a free parameter or it is tuned to rect . It means that if the amount of plutonium in the 
fuel cycle doesn't meet the needs of the GFR2400, an EPR is started to satisfy this need. In these 
scenarios EPRt  must be tuned to the needs of the GFR2400 and the cooling time of the spent EPR fuel 
( EPR

coolT ) has to be taken also into account. 

Results for the GFR-only scenario 

The scenario had two cases according to GFR
coolT = 2 and 5 years. Scheme of the scenario is shown 

on the upper part of Figure 1. The scenario starts with the reprocessing of the legacy spent fuel of the 
Paks NPP. The GFR_ini reactor represented the initial loads of the GFR2400 while the GFR_recyc 
represented the loads with the recycled fuel. Reprocessed Pu from the legacy spent fuel and from the 
GFR2400 spent fuel are directed into the same stock. In the studies the 1% MA content fuel was used 
for the GFR2400. With that type of fuel the reactor is a MA consumer. To cover this consumption 
after 2041 minor actinides originating from the reprocessing of the legacy spent fuel are directed into 
the fabrication of the fresh GFR2400 fuel. 

Starting date and reprocessing capacity of the legacy spent fuel was adjusted to the initial Pu need 
of the GFR2400 (see green diagram on Figure 2) which is three times more than the one of the 
refuelling. Reprocessing starts in 2035, with a 280 t/y capacity which is about 30% of a 800-900 ton/y 
annual capacity commercial reprocessing plant. If enough Pu is accumulated for the start-up of the 
GFR2400 then reprocessing capacity can be decreased to 210 t/y, which is about 25% of a commercial 
reprocessing plant. At the end of 2043 the last batch of the legacy fuel is shipped to the reprocessing 
plant whose separated fractions will leave the plant at the end of 2044. 

The cycle length of the GFR2400 is 1.4 years. If GFR
coolT is 2 years, then recycling of the spent fuel 

can be started in the 4th cycle, i.e. in the beginning of 2044. The required reprocessing capacity for the 
GFR2400’s spent fuel is 23.1 t/y. Obviously the amount of the recycled plutonium is not enough for 
the fresh fuel but the shortage can be made up with the Pu coming from the legacy spent fuel. It means 
that the GFR2400 needs an additional Pu source until the start of the recycling and even in the first 
years of the recycling also. It was found that the production of plutonium will meet the consumption of 
plutonium after 2060, i.e. until that time the Pu separated from the legacy spent fuel is needed to cover 
the difference. The spent GFR2400 fuel contains less than 0.05 t MAs in its firstly discharged fuel 
batches while the MA need of the recycled fuel is 0.25 t per cycle. Therefore MAs from the output of 
the reprocessing of the legacy spent fuel are accumulated in advance. This initial accumulation can 
cover the MA needs of the GFR2400 for its lifetime. The annual energy production of the four units of 
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the Paks NPP (15.77 TWh) can't be met with one GFR2400 whose annual energy production is only 
8.91 TWh. 

If GFR
coolT  is 5 years recycling of the spent fuel can be started in the 6th cycle in the beginning of 

2047. In that case the Pu originating from the spent legacy fuel is enough for the 4th cycle but it is not 
enough for the 5th cycle, the lack of Pu is more than 2 tons. It means that the GFR2400 can be started 
only if GFR

coolT  is 2 years, otherwise the legacy spent fuel doesn't contain enough plutonium for the start-
up of the reactor. 

Results for the GFR-EPR scenario 

As it was seen in the previous section, energy production of one GFR2400 doesn't replace the 
production of the Paks NPP. Moreover, Pu shortage can occur if GFR

coolT  is too long. Introduction of an 
EPR (or a similar Generation III LWR) into the fuel cycle could solve both problems. The EPR's 
annual energy production is 11.10 TWh, together with the GFR2400 they produce 20.01 TWh 
annually which replaces and even surpass the production of the Paks NPP. This scenario had also two 
cases according to GFR

coolT = 2 and 5 years. 

If GFR
coolT  is 2 years then the commissioning of the EPR is not linked to the commissioning of the 

GFR2400. In this case, to have a continuous nuclear energy production, it was assumed that the EPR is 
started in 2035. Because GFR2400 doesn't need an external Pu source, the spent EPR fuel is not 
reprocessed, i.e. the fuel cycle has two independent or decoupled parts without any connections. The 
first part contains the GFR2400 with recycling of its fuel, this part is the same as the upper part of 
Figure 1. The second part is like the lower part of Figure 1 one, but without reprocessing of the spent 
EPR fuel. 

If GFR
coolT = 5 years, the GFR2400 will suffer from Pu shortage. To counterbalance it, the EPR must 

be started before the commissioning of the GFR2400 and its spent fuel must be accumulated and 
reprocessed to cover the GFR2400's Pu needs. The GFR-EPR scenario in this case is called a 
symbiotic scenario and its scheme is shown in Figure 1. 

EPR
coolT  influences the EPR's commissioning date. Increasing EPR

coolT  decreases EPRt  which means 
that there will be an overlap between the operation of the Paks NPP and the operation of the EPR. To 
minimize this overlap EPR

coolT = 2 years was chosen. It was found that the shortage of plutonium can be 
avoided if the EPR is commissioned in the middle of 2032 and its spent fuel is accumulated during 
10 years –which corresponds to 8 cycles– and the reprocessing of the accumulated spent fuel is started 
in the middle of 2044. The required reprocessing capacities for the symbiotic scenario can be seen on 
Figure 2. The reprocessing capacity needed for the spent EPR fuel is 240 tons/y in the first year. This 
value decreases to 30 tons/y in the subsequent years. The reprocessing finishes in 2054, i.e. spent fuel 
of 8.5 years operation of the EPR (7 cycles) will be reprocessed between 2045 and 2054. The amount 
of plutonium accumulated in this period is enough to cover the GFR2400's needs until 2067, after 
which the Pu production will cover the consumption. The amount of Pu available for the GFR2400's 
fuel fabrication in the investigated scenarios can be seen in Figure 3. The depleted uranium coming 
from the enrichment of the EPR's fuel can cover the DU need of the GFR fuel for all its lifetime.  
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Figure 1: Upper part shows the scheme of the GFR-only scenario while the whole figure 
shows the GFR-EPR symbiotic scenario, i.e. the GFR

coolT = 5 years case 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Reprocessing capacity required in the GFR-EPR symbiotic scenario 
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Figure 3: Reprocessed plutonium inventory for the GFR2400's fuel fabrication  
in different scenarios 

 

 

Results for the EPR-only scenario 

In this scenario the spent EPR fuel is not reprocessed. Scheme of the scenario is like the lower 
part of Figure 1 except that the fuel cycle contains two EPRs and the spent fuel is not reprocessed. 

Because the two EPRs present in the scenario are independent of each other and they don't need 
plutonium for their fuel, this scenario has the biggest flexibility to replace the legacy units of the Paks 
NPP. It was assumed that the first EPR is commissioned in 2035 and the second one in 2038. 

Comparison of the scenarios 

Total energy production of the GFR-EPR scenarios is 90% of the EPR-only scenario and the 
natural uranium consumption is obviously only half of it. The fuel fabrication capacity is only 12% 
lower in the GFR-EPR scenarios than in the reference case. The reference scenario has the highest 
amount of remained spent fuel, because neither the legacy spent fuel of Paks nor the one of the two 
EPRs are reprocessed. In the GFR-EPR scenarios all the legacy spent fuel is reprocessed therefore the 
remaining spent fuel consists of the spent EPR fuel which is 50% or 35% (decoupled or symbiotic 
scenario) of the remaining EPR spent fuel in the reference scenario. Concerning the total amount of 
remained spent fuel, the symbiotic scenario has the lowest value which is 24% of the reference one. 
The lower amount of remaining spent fuel is a result of reprocessing whose capacity is 18% higher in 
the symbiotic scenario compared to the decoupled one. And obviously, the total amount of remaining 
reprocessed material is 20% higher in the symbiotic scenario. If one compares the sum of the total 
remained spent fuel and the total remained reprocessed materials for the decoupled and for the 
symbiotic of scenario, one finds almost the same values: 3838 tons and 3874 tons respectively which 
is about 74% of the amount of remaining spent fuel of in the reference scenario. 

Main parameters of the investigated scenarios are given in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Main parameters of the investigated scenarios 

Parameter, observable \ Scenario GFR-only GFR-EPR EPR-only 
Cooling time of GFR SF 2 years 2 years 5 years – 
Cooling time of EPR SF – – 2 years – 
Energy produced by EPR [TWh(e)] – 668.97 668.97 1337.94 
Energy produced by GFR [TWh(e)] 536.10 536.10 536.10 – 
Total energy produced [TWh(e)] 536.10 1205.06 1205.06 1337.94 
Natural uranium consumption [t] – 14689.00 14689.00 29378.00 
Fabrication capacity for EPR [t/y] – 26.74 26.74 50.08 
Fabrication capacity for GFR [t/y] 17.61 17.61 17.61 – 
Legacy SF remained [t] 0.00 0.00 0.00 2128.28 
EPR SF remained [t] – 1561.62 1111.15 3123.24 
GFR SF remained [t] 115.44 115.44 161.62 – 
Total SF remained [t] 115.44 1677.06 1272.77 5251.52 
Reprocessing capacity for legacy SF [t/y] 236.48 236.48 236.48 – 
Reprocessing capacity for EPR SF [t/y] – – 45.05 – 
Reprocessing capacity for GFR SF [t/y] 16.49 16.49 16.55 – 
Reprocessed U remained (total) [t] 2095.69 2095.69 2518.20 – 
Reprocessed Pu remained (total) [t] 3.40 3.40 0.34 – 
Reprocessed MA remained (total) [t] 3.04 3.04 3.84 – 
Reprocessing losses (total) [t] 59.24 59.24 80.07 – 

Summary 

In this paper a newly developed flexible fuel cycle simulation code called SITON v2.0 was 
presented. To demonstrate the capabilities of the code a hypothetical fuel cycle was studied, in which 
the legacy spent fuel of the currently operating four VVER-440/213 units of Hungary was used to 
start-up one GFR2400. The GFR2400 was operated by recycling its spent fuel. It was found that if the 
cooling time of the spent GFR2400 fuel is 2 years then the GFR2400 can operate without any 
additional plutonium feed. If its spent fuel’s cooling time is 5 years then it needs an additional 
plutonium source which can be the spent fuel of a Generation III LWR. The current level of electrical 
energy production can not be covered with one GFR2400, a Generation III LWR is also needed for 
this. 

Future development plans include assessing the long term impacts (activity, decay heat and 
radiotoxicity) at the final disposition of spent fuel or fuel cycle losses in a deep geological repository. 
Extension of the reprocessing plant's model to allow alternative spent fuel input in case of shortage 
and working on-demand i.e. following the material needs of the fuel fabrication plant. Parametric 
studies on MA recycling are also planned using different MA content in the GFR2400’s fuel. 
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